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1. UK developments

Wind wins on cost

IRENA

The never-ending debate over UK energy costs continues. Not helped much when, last year,
Chancellor Osborne said that the Hinkley nuclear plant, with its proposed £92.5/MWh CfD
strike price, was ‘still substantially cheaper than other low-carbon technology such as offshore
wind and onshore wind’. That raised hackles, since on-shore wind (and PV) projects are going
ahead now with strike prices of around £80/MWh, and by 2023, when Hinkley was originally
meant to be ready (more like 2024/5 if
it goes ahead), offshore wind may cost
less: see box below. But certainly onshore wind wins out now: see
IRENA’s chart above (from p.42). It
includes estimates for the full back
up/integration costs of balancing
CCC estimates
variable renewables.
Gas- £85/MWh in 2020
Onshore wind & PV£83/MWh from 2016-17
+ £10/MWh balancing

www.theguardian.com/envir
onment/2015/oct/22/windand-solar-power-likely-tomatch-gas-on-cost-by-2020say-uk-climate-advisers

www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads/Publications/
IRENA_RE_Power_Costs_2014_report.pdf
http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/2015/09/09/factc
heck-does-the-uk-finance-minister-know-howmuch-hinkley-costs/

It’s possible that new nuclear plant
designs may cost less, but so will
wind, while for many Hinkley seems
doomed, with £10bn still to find and
uncertainties about EPRs remaining:

http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2985984/will_hinkley_c_ever_be_built_if_so_china_will_exact_a_very_high_price.html

DECC sees it differently - as in the chart above. Though see the footnote - some renewables
may actually get lower strike prices, as has already happened. By 2024/5, surely more will..
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Solar Gains: FiT saved for now Technology news
Last year, DECC said deployment of solar PV stood at 8.2 GW, across just over 770,000
installations, with 3.37 GW (over 755,000 installations) under the Feed-in Tariff and 3.84
GW (nearly14,000 installations) under the Renewables Obligation, 432 of them ground
mounted. There was also 0.97 GW of mostly large PV not yet accredited under the RO.
DECC suggest that, if their full proposed levy cost control measures were adopted by 2020
there would be ~ 9.6 GW of PV, ~5.7 GW under the RO & CfD and ~3.9 GW under the FIT.

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/457313/Estimated_capacity_of_selected_renewable_technologies_in
_2020-21.pdf www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/458662/IA_for_FITs_consultation_August_2015__FINAL_docx__e-signature_included__v2.pdf
www.gov.uk/government/statistics/solar-photovoltaics-deployment

However, in Dec, DECC announced the result of the FiT consultation: PV will only be cut
by 64%, not the 87% originally mooted: i.e. to 4.39p/kWh for small domestic PV, instead of
the proposed 1.63p/kWh. Still a big cut compared to the current rate of 12p/kWh. There’s also
a cap on the amount of PV that can be installed every quarter, but capacity can be carried over
if unused and the cap has now been expanded from 76 to 205 MW. It’s still all set within the
LCF cap, which limits FiT spending to £100 m p.a., and some non-PV options get cuts. But
it’s something of a victory* - a reaction to the 55,000 written responses and 127,000 emails!
The threat of complete immediate FiT close down has been lifted (for now): ‘The Government
is determined to deliver a low-carbon future that meets both the UK’s international
obligations and domestic ambitions’ and ‘also recognises the significant role FITs has made
in engaging non-energy professionals in the electricity market and the role small-scale
generation can play in future on a path to subsidy-free deployment’. It ‘has therefore decided
to keep the FITs scheme open beyond January 2016’. However ‘the scheme will remain under
review to ensure it continues to achieve its objectives until generation tariffs end in 2019’.
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/486082/FITs_Review_Govt__response_Final.pdf

* DECC says PV under 5 GW will still be blocked from the RO, as planned, with a short grace period:
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/changes-to-financial-support-for-solar-pv

Swansea dilemma

Swansea Tidal lagoon saga continues: it’s delayed a year
It’s small, 300 MW, and expensive, £1bn, but more might follow and could be larger. And
cheaper than its £160/MWh www.independent.co.uk/environment/green-living/the-great-divide-green-dilemmaover-plans-for-severn-barrage-1516790.html

Though a £95/MWh CfD over 90 years has been suggested..

Wind-to-gas in Yorks with ITM Power’s innovative PEM electrolyser

It’s being used for a 225 kW wind-powered hydrogen production unit at a fuel cell car
refueling centre off M1 Junction 33: www.itm-power.com/news-item/launch-of-m1-wind-hydrogen-refuelling-station

Green heat

By 2050 all home energy decarbonised?
Offshore wind progress
A big ask! Today under 4% of houses have low carbon heating http://www.thenational.scot/news/talks-forand 90% prefer gas central heating given the choice. The Energy wind-farm-funding-bring-huge-project-offfifge-coast-near-to-reality.12909
Technologies Institute Consumer challenges for low carbon heat
report highlights key issues the UK has to address if it is to change how it heats the majority
of its buildings in a low carbon manner. It won’t be easy. A parallel ETI report spells out
some of the options: the basic choice being heat pumps in homes or heating networks where
that is possible. The latter may have efficiency and easy installation advantages, but the ETI
says ‘there is currently no owner for the holistic view of integrated electricity, gas and heat
systems’: www.eti.co.uk/heat-insight-decarbonising-heat-for-uk-homes/ Don’t forget cooling:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/oct/26/cold-economy-cop21-global-warming-carbon-emissions

Lots of likes Support for renewables remains high at 76%

BECCS Negative carbon
Biomass-coal co-firing+CCS

DECCs opinion survey in Sept. also found opposition very low at 5%.
www.nature.com/articles/nenergy20
Only1% strongly opposed. The level of support for specific renewables
152 Seems a slippery slope…
was unchanged from March 2015: biomass (65%), on-shore wind (66%),
off-shore wind (73%), wave/tidal (73%), solar (80%). 30% opposed shale gas fracking, 23% supported
it, 43% were neutral. 36% were in favour of nuclear and 25% opposed it, 37% were neutral. 68%
were worried about price rises! www.gov.uk/government/statistics/public-attitudes-tracking-survey-wave-15
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CCS Dies - $1bn UK competition halted

Carbon Capture and Storage has been much talked up, but so far development has been
slow. After a series of false starts, the UK’s £1bn CCS competition finally got going with two
pilot projects selected - at Peterborough in Scotland and the White Rose project in Yorkshire.
But problems emerged. Drax Ltd pulled out of White Rose citing cash problems - its biomass
conversion project was hard hit by the government cuts: www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34356117
So CCS prospects looked poor: http://pale-blu.com/perspectives/uk-ccs-demonstration-the-end-of-the-beginning
And then, last November, the government decided to abandon the whole CCS competition!
Just 6 months before it was to be finalized. Luke Warren, chief executive of the CCS
Association said ‘This is devastating. Moving the goalposts just at the time when a four-year
competition is about to conclude is an appalling way to do business. It is a real blow to
confidence for companies investing in CCS. This technology is critical for the UK’s economic,
industrial and climate policies.’ The official statement says: ‘Following the chancellor’s
autumn statement, HM government confirms that the £1bn ring-fenced capital budget for the
CCS competition is no longer available. We will engage closely with the bidders on the
implications of this decision for them.’ For now through it sounds like the end of the road.
www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/nov/25/uk-cancels-pioneering-1bn-carbon-capture-and-storage-competition
A brave defense: http://pale-blu.com/perspectives/have-reports-of-the-death-of-ccs-in-the-uk-been-greatly-exaggerated

ETI was livid and even claimed we had lost the potential to halve the cost of cutting emissions:
http://www.eti.co.uk/eti-comment-on-the-scrapping-of-the-1bn-ccs-commercialisation-competition/

*Greens are mostly ambivalent about CCS: it’s often seen as just an expensive way to keep using

fossil fuel, with a new set of risks (sudden CO2 release), but there’s also the BECCS option - biomass
energy with carbon capture & storage, offering negative carbon possibilities. Could fossil CCS be
condoned as a step to BECCS? Or could we just go straight to BECCS? No to both say Biofuelwatch!
www.independentsciencenews.org/environment/climate-technofix-weaving-carbon-into-gold-and-other-myths-of-negative-emissions/

Smart meters survive - so far

One of the few survivors in the government blitz on greenish
Initiatives has been the vast £10bn smart meter roll-out
programme, still set for completion by 2020. It’s seen as vital:

Storage and beyond

Nature Energy’s inaugural issue
includes this from Dave Elliott:

http://www.nature.com/articles/nenergy20153

www.gov.uk/government/speeches/lord-bournes-speech-on-the-governments-vision-for-smart-metering

That could be since it’s expected to benefit the utilities - freeing them of the need to send out
people to read meters and providing them with useful information about consumption patterns
to aid their strategic planning. Critics certainly don’t think it will help consumers much. But
DECC is still convinced it will. Its most recent Impact Assessment published in January 2014,
estimates a positive net present benefit of £6.2 bn over the period to 2030, with total benefits
of £17.1 bn. On Nov 30th, in a corrected parliamentary written answer (the original one was
on something else!), Energy Minister Andrea Leadsom said ‘of the £17.1 bn of overall
benefits around one third stems from energy savings, for which the In Home Displays (IHDs)
are a critical enabler. They are an important first step in wider consumer engagement and
behaviour change that can unlock additional economic benefit, for example through the
development of a smart grid and more flexible and resilient future energy system. Smart
metering also enables significant operational efficiency savings within the energy industry, so
even without the energy savings benefits the Smart Metering Implementation Programme has
the potential to deliver overall economic benefit for UK customers and energy providers.’
Well the IHD may stimulate some consumers to adjust their energy use, but the existing
meters and quarterly bills already show what you have consumed…

Isentropics Gravel heat store

Trumped The UK
Supreme Court has

Isentropic’s Pumped Heat Electricity Storage (PHES) technology, for large blocked Donald Trump’s
-scale storage, uses an innovative heat pump/engine to convert electricity to attempt to stop a wind
farm near his golf course
heat, stored in low-cost gravel filled vessels. The process is reversible: hot
in Aberdeenshire.
gas then drives a generator, with a round trip efficiency claimed of ~75%.
They aim to develop and demonstrate a 1.5 MW/6 MWh unit on a Western Power Distribution site.
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Dr Richard Dixon,
Director of Friends
of the Earth

Whatever happed to GIB

Policy news

The Green Investment Bank is said to have been very successful at financing selected new
renewable energy projects, in part since, as a public body, it didn’t have to use commercial
rates of return, but could draw in private funding by reducing the risks they would face. So it
has invested about £2.3bn and attracted over £7bn in funding. However the government wants
to part privatise it. A sell-off would of course raise some cash, but allegedly the motive was
that it would reduce risk to the exchequer, and get better ‘value for money’. Privatisation also
means it could borrow money at commercial rates. And also perhaps even invest in fracking!
In a House of Commons debate on GIB last October, Green MP Carolyn Lucas asked if ‘a
profit-maximising Green Investment Bank will be unable to perform precisely that key role of
reducing risk in important green sectors in order to crowd in private investment? There is a
real risk that if the bank is put into the private sector it will crowd out other investors, rather
than crowding them in.’ Tory MP Graham Stuart asked ‘what has changed so that such a
bank can now be transferred to the private sector without ending up simply acting like and
emulating all the other banks?’ Who, it might be said, were not investing properly.
The BIS Minister, George Freeman, said the change was needed since ‘in Government
ownership, the bank must compete for funding along with all other Government expenditure
needs, in a necessarily tight public spending round. We do not want to constrain it because of
that’. So the aim was to liberate it ‘from the constraints of a tough public spending round’
and allow it ‘to go into the private markets and lead in the burgeoning green economy’.
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm151029/halltext/151029h0001.htm#15102959000001

*The Environmental Audit Committee wants GIB protected from markets:
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmselect/cmenvaud/536/53602.htm

UK has the best market system..

Renewable electricity now
over 24% from ~30GW
installed..

The UK governments response to an EU consultation on energy market design was pretty
forthright: we had it right. ‘The UK has a clear preference for incentivising investment in lowcarbon electricity generation, including but not limited to renewables, by means of private finance
through revenue support based on metered output covering the expected financing period of the
plant. We consider that the advantages in economic and financial terms over capital grants or
capacity-based payments are compelling, ensuring that the costs are paid for at the time when
benefits are accrued. Even in a stable, liquid market with good visibility of future demand and
capacity, long-term contracts between market participants are necessary for investment to come
forward. The only exception is for large, vertically integrated energy companies which are able to
manage the risks internally.’ However in the UK, independent suppliers played a significant role,
and, like all suppliers, they needed longer term contracts, as offered under the CfD system:
‘Experience in the UK has shown that significant investment does not tend to come forward
without long term contracts’ which ‘help provide investment certainty for new generation
capacity-investors generally require assurance that capital and operating costs will be covered by
expected revenues, resulting in reliable repayment of debt and the delivery of reasonable returns
to equity’. It went onto dismiss other possible types of support: ‘Renewable generation investors
generally require assurance of subsidy to top-up market revenues and finance their projects. This
can be achieved by a fixed feed-in tariff (essentially a long-term contract with consumers), a
premium payment (often converted to a stable revenue stream through an offtake contract) or a
variable premium (a long-term contract for difference with consumers). We believe the
introduction of the CfD in the UK provides sufficient incentives for investment in renewable
energy to come forward at a lower cost of capital and therefore at a lower cost to consumers. By
providing support through a variable premium, the CfD gives investors price security throughout
the duration of the contract, reducing their cost of capital, whilst protecting consumers from
excessive support if wholesale prices rise. Costs are minimised further through competition,
which has seen a significant reduction in the level of support provided to generators. Under the
CfD, generators are required to sell their output on the market, and are responsible for any
imbalance costs.’ Though the Capacity Market was also needed to buttress that - and it involved
independent generators too .It could also involve other EU players at some point. Join us!
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uks-response-to-european-commission-consultation-on-energy-market-design

But the new round of the Capacity Market doesn’t look too enticing! See below…
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CM: Why can’t we do it differently?

Capacity

The House of Lords Science and Technology Select Committee report on ‘The
Market
Resilience of the Electricity System’ made a number of recommendations, many
of them related to the Capacity Market (CM), to which the government has now responded.
The Lords wanted the Government to ensure that Demand Side Response (DSR) ‘is not
disadvantaged in the Capacity Market relative to generation’ and recommended that ‘the length
of DSR contracts in the Capacity Market should be brought into line with generation’.
In its reply, the government said ‘Capacity Market was developed with the sector and includes
specific features to promote the participation of DSR resources. However, to encourage a mix of
technologies and promote competitive auctions and therefore value for money to consumers, the
Capacity Market auction is technology neutral. The auction mechanism is driven by cost effectiveness to determine the most suitable providers and the introduction of specific targets in
the Capacity Market would lead to less competitive auctions increasing costs to consumers.’
It added ‘One year capacity agreements are the default position in the Capacity Market with
fifteen-year capacity agreements being available only to new build generation which requires
high up-front capital investment. Current evidence suggests that DSR is a relatively low-cost
solution and should therefore be able to compete effectively on the basis of one-year agreements.’
The Lords wondered whether electricity storage should be placed under the Contracts for
Difference regime rather than in the Capacity Market. The government noted
‘that other countries are approaching energy storage in different ways. A few
Fact face-off

countries, such as Germany & Japan, which have more substantial or more
urgent system balancing challenges, are using operating incentives to support
energy storage deployment. We do not want to introduce targets which could

lead to the deployment of one particular balancing mechanism where other
solutions may offer a more cost-effective or lower-carbon solution to deal with
intermittency of supply or other balancing problems.’
On interconnectors the Lords said there was ‘a worrying lack of clarity about
what options exist if a number of interconnected countries experience system
stress simultaneously’. The government said ‘According to historical analysis
of system stress events between GB and its interconnected countries conducted
by Poyry for Ofgem in 2013, the expected correlation with interconnected
countries is likely to be low, despite some coincidence in times of peak demand.
There are good reasons for expecting the future contribution of interconnectors
at times of system stress to increase relative to this analysis’, e.g. since ‘GB
wholesale prices are becoming more cost-reflective in times of system stress’,
and while ‘market arrangements mean flows have not always followed prices’,
that should be addressed ‘through market coupling reforms’. DECC has also
commissioned a Whole System Impacts of Electricity Generation Technologies
model, looking at the impacts of electricity generation technologies, including
intermittent renewables, system costs, and wider system balancing issues.
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/government-response-to-the-house-of-lordsscience-and-technology-select-committee-inquirythe-resilience-of-the-electricity-system

Next: Government forecast of expenditure
FiT spending may be slightly more that shown given the post-consultation backtrack OBR Nov 2015

£ billion (nominal prices)

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

Feed-in Tariffs

1.3

1.5

1.7

1.9

2.1

2.2

Contracts for Difference

0.0

0.2

0.5

1.1

2.2

2.8

Renewable Heat Incentive 0.42

0.64

0.78

0.90

1.01

1.15

Capacity market

0.0

0.0

0.6

1.0

1.1

0.0

PQ on 7th January: 	
  
Caroline Lucas: ‘In
her attempt to
explain the hugely
unpopular cuts to
solar, the Secretary
of State constantly
pretends this is
about reducing costs
to householders, yet
industry analysis
shows that solar will
cost half as much as
Hinkley over 35
years and save
consumers about
£15 bn. How can
she keep justifying
such blatant double
standards when it
comes to nuclear
power?’
Amber Rudd: ‘I am
sorry, but the hon.
Lady is not dealing
with the facts. The
solar changes will
still deliver a 5%
yield to those who
put them up, but
nuclear provides an
important baseload, even when the
sun does not shine
or the wind does not
blow. She can have
her own views, but
she cannot have her
own facts.’

Fiddles www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2440551/davey-accuses-government-of-butchering-uks-renewables-on-the-basis-of-alice-inwonderland-economics
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Market reset fall out - impacts on coal, gas and DECC

Energy Secretary Amber Rudd’s market reset speech last year left a lot of issues unresolved,
not least, what would happen about green heat? That is vital if the UK is to meet its 15% by
2050 renewable energy target. Not easy with the ECO efficiency scheme cut for now and
Green Deal gone too! And if coal is also to go, can (and should) gas be expanded to take over.
If so, how? Rudd said: ‘In the next 10 years, it’s imperative that we get new gas-fired power
stations built. We need to get the right signals in the electricity market to achieve that. We are
already consulting on how to improve the Capacity Market. And after this
Municipal
year’s auction we will take stock and ensure it delivers the gas we need.’
Power rises
So the capacity market is seen as a top-up device, not as a way to support
Most major cities
new smart grids and demand side response balancing systems.
will be run
Not very forward thinking! Gas plants can of course help with backup, but entirely on green
energy by 2050,
there are many other greener options for grid balancing. And in terms of
over 50 Labourreplacing coal, there are plenty of renewable supply options. Indeed that’s
run councils have
pledged, in a Lisa
already been happening - coal is being seen off by renewables:
https://sandbag.org.uk/blog/2015/nov/16/coal-getting-blown-away/

Nandy-led
initiative.

Though that’s partly due to the fall in price of gas. Seems we’re stuck with
that for some while. Though we may not be stuck with the Dept. of Energy .
says there
& Climate Change in its current form. Stephen Lovegrove, the permanent
	
   Rudd
could be three
secretary at DECC, told MPs that 200 staff will leave through a ‘voluntary 	
   more CfD
auctions ‘in this
exit scheme’. But at 1,600 staff, DECC was already a small departments, and carbon	
  
emissions	
  
the redundancies may undermine effective green energy policy development. Parliament’.in	
  
their	
  areas.	
  In	
  
www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/department-of-energy-and-climate-change-to-lose-200-jobs-a6734736.html
ighly	
   years
Rudd also insisted that ‘energy research and development has been neglected a	
  
inhrecent
in favour of the mass deployment of all renewable technologies’, and wants tosignificant	
  
change that.
move,	
  cclaimed
ouncil	
  
This is an odd formulation: we need both. Indeed a response from Sussex University
leaders	
  
that the German experience was that market pull via the FiT had helped innovation. in	
  
Edinburgh,	
  
http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sussexenergygroup/2015/11/25/stimulating-innovation-in-renewable-energy-technologiesreflections-on-the-german-experience/
Manchester,	
  
However, the reality behind Rudd’s view later dawned when Osborne said in the
autumn
Newcastle,	
  
budget/spending review that ‘we’re doubling our spending on energy research
with a major
Liverpool,	
  
commitment to small modular nuclear reactors’. DECC’s total budget is cut by
22%, but its
Leeds,	
  
Nottingham,	
  
innovation budget is raised to £500 m over 5 years, with SMRs backed strongly,
and with ‘at
Glasgow	
  
and	
  
least £250m over the next 5 years’ allocated to ‘an ambitious nuclear research & development
many	
  others	
  
programme’. SMR overview: http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/nov/24/mini-nuclear-reactors-answer-tosigned
climate-change-crisis. About the only good news from the spending review was that the
government
will increase funding for the Renewable Heat Incentive to £1.15 bn in 2021, although they
will also reform the scheme ‘to improve value for money’, delivering savings of ‘almost £700
m by 2020-21’. So the final amount is less than expected:
www.gov.uk/government/publications/spending-review-and-autumn-statement-2015-documents/spending-review-andautumn-statement-2015 Oddly, not mentioned in the spending review was the big shock: the

winding up of the £1bn CCS competition. That led to some soul searching. Can the UK really
not afford to be innovative? If so, on what? Just SMRs? And some storage…
http://www.ukerc.ac.uk/news/has-the-spending-review-delivered-a-coherent-approach-to-energy-innovation-.html

And finally, and most oddly, spending on projects included in the Capacity Market will
henceforth be counted as ‘environmental levies’ in the Levy Control Framework (LCF).
That of course is caped, with a spending limit. Over 22 GW of mostly existing gas capacity
won contacts under the 1st Capacity Market arrangement, along with around 9 GW each of
coal and nuclear capacity, with a levy on consumer bills providing (extra!) support for it all.
This neat bureaucratic column shift may now eat into support for renewables under the LCF.
http://realfeed-intariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2015/11/payments-to-fossil-fuel-plant-now-being.html
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Climate Change Committee keeps on same track
CCC wants more renewables, more heat pumps, more electricity, less carbon:

https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/the-fifth-carbon-budget-the-next-step-towards-a-low-carbon-economy/

But is getting rid of gas for domestic heating really a good idea? Can the power grid cope
with the huge extra demand? And for charging electric vehicles too? What about green gas?
They do at least back heat networks and energy efficiency. But also CCS (dead in the water)
and nuclear (soon maybe to follow). With renewables, to supply 75% of generation by 2030!

Some energy saving

The Government may have scrapped the Green
Deal, ZCH and the ECO system, but says it is still
‘committed to meeting its legally binding target to
help as many fuel poor homes as reasonably
practicable reach energy efficiency Band C by
2030, with interim targets on B and E by 2020 and
Band D by 2025’. It’s also set a ‘specific goal
of insulating 1 million homes by the end of this
Parliament, in line with our commitments on fuel
poverty’. And in 2017, a reformed ECO domestic
supplier obligation will upgrade the efficiency of
well over 200,000 homes per year. The extension
of the Warm Home Discount to 2020/21 at current
levels of £320m p.a. will also help households who
are at most risk of fuel poverty with their bills.
Andrea Leadsom, Parliamentary Answers on 10 Dec 2015.

Capacity Market fails

UK electricity
infrastructure

SEGs
view

Last year, Sussex Energy Group at Sussex
University submitted written evidence to
the Energy and Climate Change Committee’s
inquiry into the future of the UK electricity
infrastructure. It discusses the institutional and
governance challenges of upgrading the UK
electricity infrastructure, highlighting the
importance of flexibility and support for nontraditional business models for energy,
especially in the context of municipal energy
management, low carbon network development
and smart grids. SEG argues that a low carbon
network will allow more flexibility in the
governance of demand and supply, and will
involve a higher number of mechanisms, and
actors, some of which are not-traditional, for
the electricity sector- e.g. PV prosumers, who
produce and sell electricity. A low carbon
network will also imply a more advanced level
of integration between several sectors (e.g.
ICT, electricity and vehicles), alongside more
symbiotic interactions and spill-overs between
them. This will require creating a space for the
utilisation of non-traditional business models
(NTBMs) for energy: i.e. a range of business
models different to conventional forms for
generation, distribution and supply, including
municipal involvement. Good stuff. We see
that Ben Sovacool is now heading up SEG..

The new Capacity Market auction process failed to
deliver any new gas projects, as well as failing to
back much in the way of demand side balancingjust 456 MW. As with the first round, which gave
contracts for 2018-19, it’s ended up mainly just
backing old gas, coal & nuclear plants - with £1bn
in contracts for 46 GW for 2019-20. Most only get
1 year contracts, but the 650 MW of new small
http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sussexenergygroup/files/20
diesel sets have 15 year contracts, and in all £155m. 15/12/Sussex-Energy-Group-Response-to-theAlso
The 220 MW of existing diesel get £93m.This is all Energy-and-Climate-Change-Committee.pdf
http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sussexenergygroup/2015/1
about being available to meet shortfalls in supply
2/09/whither-uk-energy-policy/
when needed e.g. at peaks. Hard to see the 7.5 GW Carlton’s 1.9GW Trafford Gas plant, backed
of very old nuclear plants being too reliable in that in the first CM round, is delayed & in doubt.
context: they get £136m, the 4.4 GW of coal £80m. DECCs new tougher compliance rules for CM
That’s dwarfed by the 24.7 GW old gas plants and contracts could sink it! Did it bid too low?
810 MW of gas projects already be being built (so not ‘new’), which together get £460m.
The only storage seems to be old pumped hydro, at 2.6 GW. And there’s no new grid interconnectors, just the existing 1.8 GW. A bit thin on new stuff then. Just around 2.3 GW in all,
including gas. It seems 4.6 GW of new gas plants thatAlso
bid didn’t get contracts. DECC’s new
push for gas doesn’t seem to be working! The reduced (£1.40 less) CM subsidy price of
£18/kWh maybe wasn’t enough. Except for already built coal & nuclear. Even some old gas
plants it seems has problems - 1.6 GW didn’t get contracts. But cheap dirty diesel - no
problem! https://sandbag.org.uk/blog/2015/dec/11/uk-capacity-mechanism-proves-expensive-flop-fuelli/
www.gov.uk/government/news/securing-future-electricity-supply It’s hard to reconcile the data in these two
sources - maybe since some of it is doubled up from projects with long contracts in the previous round.
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Infrastructure The National Infrastructure Commission wants ideas.

Last year it asked for ideas on what the UK should focus on, in relation to ‘Improving
connectivity between cities in the north of England, large-scale transport infrastructure
improvements in London, and improving how electricity demand and supply are balanced’.
How about a programme of wind farm construction on brownfield sites owned by Network
Rail - there are a lot of old disused sidings and the like. The power could be dedicated to the
rail network for its trains, using its existing line-side power cables to
Scotland now gets
shift it around the country, with maybe some surplus for other uses…
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/national-infrastructure-commission-call-for-evidence

Heat Networks - slow progress

50% of its electricity
from renewables,
but should aim for
50% of energy by
2030- says Scottish
Renewables

In March 2015 DECC published a report by AECOM ‘An Assessment
of the Costs, Performance, and Characteristics of UK Heat Networks’.
It included a review of the prices charged to final customers by a representative sample of
heat networks (7 in all ). The average heat price was found to be 6.43p/kWh, but with range
of 4.64-9.88 p, reflecting differences in network design, construction and operation. That’s
less on average than the modelled cost of gas central heating in flats and terraced houses when
boiler ownership costs are included (7.22-10.24p/kWh). Last Dec, Lord Bourne told
Parliament ‘The Government is aware that costs to the consumer can vary and achieving cost
savings is dependent on the quality of the individual network. DECC has supported industry
development of a technical code of practice for heat networks, and worked closely with
industry and consumer groups on the development of Heat Trust, an
FiT still cut
independent consumer protection scheme that launched in Nov. 2015.
‘Tariffs may have
There are also plans to launch an on-line cost comparator tool in 2016 to
been cut less than
allow a consumer to assess their charges against gas central heating.’
expected for solar

.. the rest stays the same - or worse

but the cap still
means that there
will be a 90%
reduction in
deployment each
year for the next
three years in
comparison with the
4GW deployed this
year’. Oxford Low
Carbon Hub

The FiT consultation response may have saved PV support from instant
demise (see above), with pre-accreditation allowed again, but some small
hydro projects were cut back further than proposed in the original plan,
losing around 20% for projects under 500 kW - despite most consultees
saying the cuts were too high. And DECC sticks adamantly to the line on
nuclear and shale gas: ‘There is currently no either/or choice between
nuclear and renewables. Nuclear power is a reliable long-term costeffective source of baseload power, and being low carbon will also help
Britain meet its carbon emissions targets’, while ‘gas, as the cleanest fossil fuel, is part of the
answer to climate change. It will provide a cost-efficient bridge for our transition to a green
future, and will be especially significant as the UK moves away from coal generation.’ On
subsidies it says ‘There are a wide range of definitions of what constitutes a fossil fuel
subsidy. The UK, like the EU and the IEA, excludes tax treatment from its definition of what is
meant by a fossil fuel subsidy, using international market price as a benchmark. The UK
therefore has no fossil fuel subsidies.’ Nothing was said on nuclear subsidies..
As far as the FIT is concerned, what happens next? DECC says, the government ‘does not
intend to implement a decision at this stage on the long-term future of the FITs scheme.
Government’s view is that keeping generation tariffs available, within a system of caps where
declining tariff trajectories provide a path for certain technologies to become less reliant on
subsidies, offers an opportunity for only the export tariff to be available for new generators
once the cap has been used up. Government will consider the future of the export tariff but
believe at this stage that it may need to be adjusted for new applicants to better reflect the
costs and benefits of renewable energy generation across the whole grid.’
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/486082/FITs_Review_Govt__response_Final.pdf
The STA pushes for www.solar-trade.org.uk/comparing-hinkley-point-c-with-solar/ For a sharp critique see:

http://euanmearns.com/hinkley-point-c-or-solar-which-is-cheaper/ And for the inside story on storage see:
www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/uk_government_seeks_clear_ideas_from_industry_on_energy_storage_policy_4573#
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Backing nuclear unknowns

Nuclear

EDF yet again delayed its ‘final investment decision’ on Hinkley due to funding doubts:
www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-35415187 There are still also many other unknowns. DECCs opinion
survey last year found that only around 33% of the public supported nuclear power, though
an opinion poll for IMechE found that 56% of the public support nuclear, against 19% who do
not, and 25% who are unsure. But the respondents were not keen on living near a nuclear
waste site: 44% said they would demonstrate against the construction of such a facility within
10 miles of their home. Furthermore, 61% said they didn’t know how much nuclear waste the
UK had to dispose of each year, while a third had no idea how the UK’s disposes of the waste
that it does produce: www.imeche.org/news/engineering/strong-public-support-for-nuclear-power
Actually that’s not suprising: there is still no idea where a final disposal site might be located,
and no idea what the scale and cost of waste management will be. The Euro Commission has
just signed off the UK’s proposed open ended long-term near ‘blank cheque’ approach on
this, under which (with a limit based on the likely maximum) the final UK waste transfer
price to be charged to plant operators ‘will be determined only when most of the currently
unknown cost factors of the disposal facility have become clear (around 30 years after the
start of electricity generation by the nuclear power operator)’. Operators must set aside
enough income to meet this charge, but whatever it is, it will be raised from consumers, or, if
the company defaults, fall on the taxpayer: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-5815_en.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B__JqTUh86obMmRJYXh1MXlJLUlMZTkyNlBId0U3eDJ2UERB/view

*Still to be tested, Austria’s legal case against the EC’s acceptance of the Hinkley deal:

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=169607&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=r
eq&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=389145 Greece has backed this challenge, saying nuclear poses

risks that go beyond national borders. Back in the UK, the costs of Hinkley to consumers are
getting clearer: they have been put at £4bn, depending on how the funding goes, with the CfD
adding ‘£150 - £660’ to bills for 35 years! www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/oct/29/hinkleypoint-c-nuclear-power-station-cost-customers-4bn

The 2014 (oil) fire at Hartlepool
Meanwhile we face bills for clearing up the last lot, including
JET, the UK’s fusion rig: the cost of decommissioning, it will be
£256m. Next up, a planning application has been made by LLW
Repository Ltd for the phased construction of 3 new vaults for
of low-level radioactive wastes at the almost full national LLW
repository at Drigg in Cumbria, so that the site can run until
2050 (floods permitting!). Looking further ahead, after Hinkley, Sizewell, Bradwell, Oldbury,
Wylfa and Sellafield, and even possibly Hartlepool and Heysham, will there be a new plant at
Dungeness? EDF has bought some extra land there! At near (current) sea level…

Known unknowns

Last Nov., Energy Minister Andrea Leadsom explained it all: ‘Under
the CfD consumers will not pay anything for electricity until the [Hinkley] plant is powering their
homes and businesses. Payments under the CfD are expected to make up around £10 (real 2012
prices) of the average household energy bill in 2030.’ She added ‘This should be seen in the context of
Hinkley Point C meeting 7% of the UK’s energy needs’. She meant electricity, not energy! She added:
‘We currently estimate that a new nuclear programme could reduce average household bills by up to
around £30 (real 2012 prices) in 2030. This is calculated by comparing the costs for consumers in a
modeled scenario for the future electricity mix with Hinkley Point C and a further roll out of the new
nuclear programme with the cost for consumers in a scenario where there are no new nuclear power
stations by 2030. Savings could be higher or lower depending on changes in the cost of alternative
generation technologies and what mix of technologies would ultimately be used. Earlier analysis had
identified a higher saving, but other low carbon energy technologies have become far more cost
competitive which has brought down the cost.’ Ah, lower cost, so lower savings! Hansard 26th Nov.
Wylfa on Anglesey, the last of the UK’s Magnox reactors, has now closed, after 44 years operation. It
was rated at 396 MW. But there’s some talk of the use of the now decommissioned Trawsfynydd site
in Snowdonia to house the UK’s first Small Modular Reactors.
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2. Global news and developments

100% global green energy by 2050 at no extra cost

A new report from Greenpeace says the world can be 100% renewable by 2050, and 65%
renewable in electricity in just 15 years. The 2015 Energy [R]evolution report, the latest
iteration in its global and local scenario series, says for the first time that the path to 100%
renewable is cost-neutral. Global CO2 emissions would be stabilized by 2020 and would
approach zero in 2050. Fossil fuels would be phased out, beginning with the most carbonintensive sources. Wind and solar (PV and CSP) dominate, along with geothermal, but hydro
and biomass are limited - with no biomass imports being allowed. But imports from CSP
plants might be. Though otherwise it’s a decentralised scenario, based mostly (70:30) on local
generation. Greenpeace says that, at every point during the transition, there would be more
energy jobs than before. By 2030, renewable energy will account for 87% of the jobs in the
energy sector, with 9.7 million people working in solar PV, equal to the number of people
working in the coal industry today, and 7.8 million in wind, twice as many as are employed in
oil and gas today. It notes that the cost of renewable energy has fallen steeply in recent years,
so that the resultant fuel savings from renewable investment are ‘cost neutral’. However it
seems to accept that a shift away from feed-in tariffs to project auctions will happen: see Box.
www.greenpeace.org/international/Global/international/publications/climate/2015/Energy-Revolution-2015-Full.pdf

A move away from FiTs to auction/tendering systems?

Greenpeace provide an explanation of support options: ‘Overall, there are two types of incentive to promote
the deployment of renewable energy. These are fixed Price Systems [essentially FiTs] and Renewable Quota
Systems (referred to in the US as Renewable Portfolio Standards). In the former, the government sets the price
(or premium) paid to the power producer and lets the market determine the quantity; in the latter, the government
sets the quantity of renewable electricity and leaves it to the market to determine the price. Both systems create a
protected market against a background of subsidised, depreciated conventional generators whose external
environmental costs are not accounted for. These policies provide incentives for technology improvements and
cost reductions, leading to cheaper renewables that will be able to compete with conventional sources in the
future.’ Fair enough, although the details of the US RPS and UK Renewables Obligation (RO) quota trading
system differ and are a bit more complex. But neither have been very good at building up capacity. By contrast
FiTs have been spectacularly successful, even if they initially pushed up pass-through costs to consumers when
used to accelerate PV solar - a process which pushed it down it’s leaning curve, so that prices have fallen, further
boosting take up. Greenpeace note that FiTs have now been enacted in 108 jurisdictions at the national or
state/province level. But, they add: ‘tendering, both technology-neutral and technology-specific tendering,
continues to be adopted by a growing number of countries, with 60 countries having utilized renewable energy
tenders as of early 2015’. In addition ‘the European Commission issued guidelines to begin a continent-wide
shift away from FiTs towards tenders’. It’s what the UK is now moving to via its CfD contract auctions.
Is this a good idea? Greenpeace says ‘The main difference between quota-based and price-based systems [like
FiTs] is that the former tends to promote the renewable energy source that is the cheapest, which is generally
onshore wind power. In doing so, this policy thus gives the most support to the energy source that needs the
least. In contrast, price-based policies spread support across numerous renewable energy sources more equally,
including those that are currently more expensive and need greater support. In doing so, they ramp up fledgling
industries to bring costs down.’ It is certainly true that the RO has mainly backed wind (and cheap sewage/
landfill biogas). But FiTs were also used initially to back wind, and only later to back PV, when it was high price
- and got its price down. Whereas, in the UK, the RO system has led to higher costs for wind than the FiTs used
elsewhere! It may be that FiTs have done as much as they can, given the tighter economic context, and were, in
any case, better suited to industrial countries, where there was an affluent consumer (and potential prosumer)
base, than developing countries, where project auctions are now emerging. But a shift to auctions is part of a
trend to market competition, which may not lead to the best social and environmental outcomes. For example it
will not support newer less developed options and will focus on larger corporate projects.
Other options are possible. Since the more developed options like PV and wind may soon not need extra support,
maybe cash will be available to support new entrants at a range of scales? Greenpeace look at the various
investment options and incentives taking account of the newly emerging value chain, project start up and asset
finance, at all scales, including micro finance for local projects. They say that ‘for developing countries, feed-in
laws would be an ideal mechanism to boost the development of new renewable energy’, noting that ‘countries
that build wind and solar projects today do not face the high costs that Germany, for instance, did only a few
years ago, so the cost impact on countries that start now will be much lower’. Maybe FITs will survive! But
overall, whatever the system used, it would be helpful if subsidies to fossil and nuclear were removed!
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IEA- renewable growth

In its Medium-Term Renewable Energy Market
Report 2015, the International Energy Agency
expects renewable power capacity globally to grow
faster than any other source of electricity over the
next five years. Around 700 GW of renewables will
be added by 2020, it says, most of which will be
wind and solar. 40% of this growth will come from
China. Despite rapidly growing capacity, however,
renewables’ share of global electricity generation
would reach just 26% in 2020, the IEA says, up
from 22% in 2013. That’s much lower than hoped.
Output/GW for renewables is of course lower than
from conventional plants, but the slow down seems
to be a result of continued fossil fuel growth. There
are also uncertainties about some national policies the UK’s especially. The IEA says the amount of
renewable capacity added in the UK will fall by
half between 2015 and 2016. For a full analysis see:

The Paris COP 21 deal

Countries will now have to come together
regularly to review their climate plans and
collectively ensure that the necessary action is
being taken to tackle climate change. Setting out
a clear long-term goal of net zero emissions by
the end of the century shows that the world is
committed to decarbonising. Progress against this
goal will be independently assessed in 2018 and
then every 5 years. A legal obligation to make
new post-2030 commitments to reduce emissions
every 5 years, from 2025. For the first time, all
countries will be held accountable by
independent review for acting according to their
pledges. As previously agreed, all developed
countries will collectively mobilise $100 bn per
year from both the public and private sector, to
help the poorest and most vulnerable countries to
protect themselves from the effects of climate
change and support low carbon development.
This agreement now recognises the role of
emerging economies in mobilising resources and
contributing finance over time as well. DECCs
summary /
www.carbonbrief.org/blog/2015/10/iea-scales-back-uk-renewables-forecast

PV will dominate

Shell chief executive Ben van
Beurden says solar energy will
be the ‘dominant backbone’ of
the energy system in the years
ahead. Although fossil fuel use
would continue to expand:

http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2
426378/shell-boss-solar-will-bebackbone-of-global-energy-system

Taking solar to another level,
the Solar Breeder idea (see
left) involves using desert sand
and sun, plus sea water, to sustain the mass production of PV solar - and desert forests too:
www.ssb-foundation.com/. The Japanese group behind the scheme proposed it as a candidate for
support under the mooted Global Apollo programme, at an Imperial College seminar last year:
www3.imperial.ac.uk/newsandeventspggrp/imperialcollege/administration/energyfutureslab/eventssummary/eve
nt_7-9-2015-16-0-58 It sounds well worth considering, especially as an option for North Africa.

Climate limits bite - huge investor losses predicted

Last year, Mark Carney, the Governor of the Bank of England, in a speech on climate change
at Lloyds of London argued that, on the basis of IPCCs estimates of the required limits to
emissions, between two-thirds and four-fifths of the world’s proven global oil, gas and coal
reserves could be left ‘stranded’, pointing to threats to ‘financial resilience and longer-term
prosperity’. He added ‘While there is still time to act, the window of opportunity is finite and
shrinking’. www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-34396961Predictably, Energy Matters did not agree with
his numbers - there was more headroom available: http://euanmearns.com/blarney-from-carney/
However, almost everyone agrees that most coal will have to stay in the ground. Sadly, fewer
think it actually will, despite the COP 21 outcome (see Box above). Though that may help.
The battle continues: www.demandenergyequality.org/blog/post-paris-practicalities For a blow-by-blow
account, see Winning the Carbon War: www.jeremyleggett.net/ebook/ And our overview later.
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EU News Wind booms

EU wind power capacity to more than double by 2030

According to new estimates from the European Wind Energy Association, installed capacity
should reach 320 GW by 2030, over twice the 2014 level (128 GW), with 254 GW onshore
and 66 GW offshore. That’s based on a scenario in which the EU met its 27% 2030 renewable
energy target, carbon prices went up under a reformed Emissions Trading System and the
bloc’s electricity markets could better integrate renewables. EWEA claimed it would create
334,000 direct and indirect jobs in the industry, with over €474 bn of investments by 2030.‘If
policy makers get it right, the wind sector could grow even more,’ said Kristian Ruby,
EWEA’s chief policy officer. www.politico.eu/pro/wind-energy-capacity-double-by-2030-ewea/
Fuel cells advance An EU ene.field programme for micro CHP units using fuel cells
is well on the way to reaching its 2017 target of 1000 installations across 11 EU countries:
http://us4.campaign-archive2.com/?u=6ac534447bb7e66869214be19&id=cb468c94a6&e=df41e07106

Belgium Wind energy fed to the rail network is helping power nearly 5% of passenger trains
Denmark Helpful Energy PLAN video on a 100% renewable smart energy system:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiBiB4DaYOM More

at: www.EnergyPLAN.eu * But it seems its new
government wants to cut back on emissions targets and its plans to be fossil-fuel free by 2050.
However it’s still doing well, getting 43% of its electricity p.a. from wind - now at 5 GW.
https://stateofgreen.com/en/profiles/state-of-green/news/denmark-reaches-5-gw-wind-energy

Swiss modeling

A new Swiss interactive energy model EnergyScope, like DECCs
2050 Pathways model, has been developed by the EPFL Polytechnic: http://energyscope.ch/
It seems that nuclear, renewables and fossil are viewed as being of similar cost by 2050.
Italian Balancing A desk study of grid balancing system possibilities for variable
renewables in Italy found that energy costs were not a dominant factor shaping the balancing
market: ‘due to dynamic constraints, carbon power plants’ contribution is negligible (due to
the limits in the minimum operative power generation, mostly in the upward market) even if
their energy production costs are the lowest. This result highlights the fact that market shares
in the balancing market do not depend only on energy costs but stem from an equilibrium
between dynamic response, energy costs, geographical position and interactions among the
different energy sources.’ http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0135312
Ireland aims to to supply 40% of its electricity from renewables by 2020, but under
current government policy, it seems that target wont be met. The main focus has been onshore
wind, but some argue it should have focused more on its even larger offshore wind resources:
http://www.rte.ie/news/business/2015/0916/728192-ireland-in-danger-of-missing-renewables-targets/

For the longer-term, a new study using the Danish Energy PLAN model * claims that Ireland
can get 100% of all its energy from renewables by 2050, at no extra net cost. It’s based on
wind, although wave could be added, but also makes use of Irelands large biomass resource,
along with syn-gas & liquids produced using renewable electricity, for vehicles and industrial
use. At present it imports all of this - and 90% of its energy! Heat comes mainly from CHP
and solar/geothermal-fed district heating networks in cities and electric heat pumps in rural
areas. Smart grids/DSM, along with storage and P2G/syngas, help with grid balancing.
Impressive, but its not totally clear that the large wind element could be balanced without
some grid links to the UK: it’s a small grid after all. Though the EnergyPLAN model is good,
Denmark does have grid links to other countries for balancing with hydro. But compressed air
stores might help. I.J. of Sustainable Energy Planning & Management, Vol.1 2014 7-28.
EU financial support cost effectiveness of biomass:
100 EU reactors:
www.polimp.eu/images/POLIMP_Briefing_Note_6_-_September_2015.pdf

Mega European schemes - old and new

or this >

www.world-nuclear-news.org/EE-EUnuclear-trade-body-calls-for-100-newO
reactors-by-2050-5101501.html
r

t
Then: Dam/drain the Med, install big hydro in new sites: https://theconversation.com/atlantropa-theh

colossal-1920s-plan-to-dam-the-mediterranean-and-create-a-supercontinent-47370 i
s
Now: the EU Energy Union: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2618232
>
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German energy policy - phasing out coal

GHG output is
down 26% on
1990, but soon
coal must go

The German Advisory Council on the Environment (SRU) has looked at the
future of coal. It notes that the 2013 Federal Government Coalition agreement
said that: ‘the conventional power stations (lignite, coal, gas) remain an indispensable part of
the national energy mix for the foreseeable future’, but it tries to improve on that vague time
scale, so as to better meet and exceed the 80% carbon reduction goals of the energy transitionit wants a 95% cut. It says that, with nuclear being phased out (all by 2022), ‘an integrated
energy policy should synchronise the phasing out of conventional power generation capacities
and the increasing use of renewables’. So far that’s not occurred in a coherent way. Though
(see last Renew) some old lignite plants have closed, other plants remain and some new (more
efficient and long planned) coal plants have started up: coal is still relatively cheap, and, as
zero marginal cost renewables eat into peak electricity demand markets, it has been the higher
cost gas plants that used to serve it that have mostly closed. This is not helpful since flexible
gas plants will be needed for some while to balance variable renewables. SRU says ‘the
electricity system must be restructured to integrate widely fluctuating inputs from renewable
sources. Eventually, there will be no need for base-load power stations, i.e. power stations
which for technical or economic reasons should operate at a constant production level. In the
transitional period, flexible gas-fired power stations will have a significant role to play.’
So how can their availability be assured? The UK has set up a capacity market to achieve
this, with extra payments for capacity that can aid balancing, most of it so far being existing
capacity. The German government does not like this ‘subsidy’ approach, and argues that the
market will see to it (see last Renew). SRU seems to agree, at least for new balancing plants:
‘In the near future, there will only be a need for flexible peak-load power stations which can
contribute to the provision of a widely fluctuating residual load. For new plants, the market
itself will introduce the necessary structural change from base load power stations to peak
load plants in the medium term.’ In theory the market should also see off old baseload plants.
SRU says in future ‘it would be uneconomical to continue to burn fossil fuels when power can
be generated from technology operating without fuel costs’. However, this is only true in the
longer term. For the moment, in the absence of high carbon prices (since, with weak carbon
caps set, the EU Emission Trading System doesn’t work well), coal is cheap, and not all the
plants will go. In any case, for some while, until renewables expand further, they may have a
role, although ‘rather than providing the base load, conventional power stations will be used
to meet the residual load after electricity from renewable sources has been fed in’.
So how long for? SRU says ‘by 2040 at the latest, all coal-fired power stations should have
been taken offline, preferably beginning with those with high specific greenhouse gas
emissions’. Certainly by 2050, when renewables are planned to supply 80% of electricity, ‘the
remaining power requirement must then be generated in flexibly controllable plants and can
therefore not be provided by coal-fired power stations’. This seems quite a slow phase out
programme. But SRU says ‘if coal-fired power stations are taken offline at a faster rate this
will lead at first to an increase in electricity prices. However, the increase will be moderate
and will more or less make up for the fall in wholesale electricity prices in recent years.’
Nevertheless it says ‘the timely elimination of excess capacity in the fossil-fired power plant
fleet does offer macroeconomic advantages when the dynamics are viewed over the longer
term’. Moreover, like the federal government, SRU is hopeful that improvements to the EU
ETS will help accelerate these developments in a way that spreads the cost across the EU.
Though the SRU says that ‘the price signal it provides will remain too weak for Germany’s
more demanding national targets, even after the reform’. So Germany will have to go it alone
to an extent. And in a welcome move away from short-term market thinking, the SRU says
‘Germany cannot and should not compete to offer the lowest electricity prices, but should
rather focus on innovative, high-value products and processes that are environmentally
compatible,’ since that will build lucrative green markets and avoid costly fossil fuel imports.
www.umweltrat.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/EN/05_Comments/2012_2016/2015_09_KzU_14_Future_of_Coal.html
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USA finally gets into offshore wind

Global News

It may lag in solar (see right), but at long
last it’s getting into offshore wind. The
planned 5 turbine 30 MW project off Rhode
Island may soon be followed by others. The
PV
US Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
solar
has auctioned off an area 7km off the New
Jersey coast for 3.4 GW of offshore wind
projects. 13 companies were eligible to bid
in the auction, including Fishermen’s Energy,
EDF Renewable Energy, Iberdrola Renewables, OffshoreMW, US Mainstream Renewable
Power, but US Wind and RES America won. Some project revisions have also emerged.
Fishermen’s Energy has expanded its proposal for a deep-water project off New Jersey from
330 MW to 1 GW. And, elsewhere on the Atlantic coast, Dominion Virginia Power has
invited a second round of bids for the Virginia Offshore Wind Technology Advancement
Project after the first round was found to be too costly. On the west coast, there’s a proposed
1GW Morro Bay 100 floating turbine project off California from new start-up Trident Winds:
www.windpowermonthly.com/windpower-weekly Also see: www.pnas.org/content/112/39/11985

PV solar is picking up in the US, with installed project costs having fallen by over 50% since
2009 and power purchase prices for utility scaled schemes falling by 70%: utilityscalesolar.lbl.gov

Japan has already gone offshore. A 2 MW floating offshore wind turbine has been tested

off the coast from Fukushima and a 7 MW version is now being developed there. In parallel,
Kagoshima island, a part of Goto City in Nagasaki prefecture, now hosts Japan’s first on-grid
2 MW floating offshore wind turbine (FOWT), part of an ambitious green energy island plan:
www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2015/09/japan-goto-city-aims-to-become-islands-of-energy-by-harnessing-offshore-wind.html

Korea South Korea already has a 250 MW tidal barrage across a straight in effect creating

a lagoon, but the proposed 200 MW project at the Incheon site will be one the worlds largest
tidal stream projects, with a budget of $800 m. See this Tidal Today interview with Prof. Chul
H Jo, Incheon’s Technology Advisor, and linked info graphic: http://1.tidaltoday.com/LP=6565
India aims to get 40% of its electricity from renewable and other low-carbon sources by
2030, with 250 GW of solar and 100 GW of wind, though it’s also expanding coal to 200
GW: http://in.reuters.com/article/2015/10/02/climatechange-summit-india-emission-idINKCN0RW05C20151002
Australia It’s been traumatic few years for renewables in Australia given the hostile
political climate, but some progress has been made, with PV solar booming to more than 4
GW last year overtaking wind in capacity terms, but not of course in output terms: wind now
supplies over 30% of total green power: www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/policy-advocacy/reports.html
Africa could get 22% of its energy needs from renewables by 2030, up from 5% in 2013.
So says a new country-by-country report by the International Renewable Energy Agency,
Africa 2030. It claims that scaling up modern renewables in Africa is an affordable means to
help meet fast-growing energy demand while increasing energy access, improving health and
achieving sustainability goals. Renewable energy capacity additions could increase the share
of modern renewables in the power sector to 50% by 2030. Solar resources are abundant
across the continent, while biomass and hydro potential is more plentiful in the central and
southern regions. Wind resources are strongest in the north, east, and southern regions, and
geothermal energy is strong in the Great Rift Valley: Also, on Southern Africa, see the
‘SADC Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Status Report: www.ren21.net/
Development aids The Solutions Center/IEED have a report on ‘Policies to Spur
Energy Access’, on policy options for developing countries to engage the private sector in
creating market decentral solutions to energy access: https://cleanenergysolutions.org/news/policies-tospur-energy-access

This is also helpful: www.wri.org/publication/10-questions-ask-about-distributed-generation
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Climate battles Initially the UN said the 2 target was probably no longer on.
o

But it was still optimistic: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-34668957 And in the event
COP21 in Paris managed to get a global agreement to do better, aiming for ‘well under 2’ and
ideally 1.5! www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/dec/12/paris-climate-deal-key-points Though it still
allows many countries to carry on expanding emissions and has no binding national targets:
https://globalclimatejobs.wordpress.com/2015/11/09/world-pledges-to-increase-emissions/
Perhaps then not as wonderful a triumph as some said: www.businessgreen.com/bg/jamesblog/2439032/cop21-a-beautiful-peaceful-french-revolution But not as irrelevant as Lomborg claimed:
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2015/11/09/3720613/lomborg-misleads-paris-climate-pledges/

In the run up, the proposed emission reduction targets were opposed by, amongst others,
Poland and India. Both are big users of coal. Looking to the future, it is helpful then that
IRENA has produced a report a claiming that Poland can increase its share of renewables in
power generation from 7% in 2010 to nearly 38% by 2030, and that the share of renewables
in total final energy consumption can more than double to nearly 25% by 2030. The DirectorGeneral of IRENA said. ‘Even in a country like Poland with cheap fossil-fuel based sources,
renewable energy can be cost-competitive, reduce air pollution, enhance energy security,
benefit the economy, and play a leading role in fighting climate change.’
Under current policies, the share of renewables in Poland’s total final energy consumption
would increase to just 15.5% by 2030. Poland’s renewable energy use to date has been
dominated by biomass. To achieve higher level, IRENA says it must tap its vast wind power
resources, improve its power transmission and scale-up grid development. But will it?
As for India, there are ambitious solar and wind targets, but also major coal and nuclear
targets. The push for coal certainly is a big problem. Even Germany seems not to be immune,
with only a slow phase out envisaged-see the report earlier. And elsewhere in the EU the push
for renewables is faltering as right wing political views dominate, e.g. in the UK. As Gwen
Harrison from Scientists for Global Responsibility noted, on top of the ever growing nuclear
subsides, UK citizens now pay £412 in fossil fuel subsidies and just £55 for renewables:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/oct/28/renewable-energy-and-the-politics-of-subsidies

Spain may now change, but the last governments tax on solar energy use was bizarre:

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2015/10/spain-approves-sun-tax-discriminates-against-solar-pv.html

However it’s not all bad news. Last year, EU environment ministers agreed to reform the EU
Emission Trading System (ETS), creating a Market Stability Reserve as of 2019 to avoid
unused permit gluts and low carbon prices. Poland, Croatia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Cyprus &
Romania opposed it, but didn’t have enough weighted votes to defeat it. Not everyone sees
the ETS as ideal, but it does show that opposition to EU green policies doesn’t always win.
It’s expected the price per allowance will reach €11 by next year, up from around €8 today.
www.endseurope.com/article/43547/co2-price-set-to-rise-as-market-reform-enters-force

The European Environment Agency said last October that the EU has already met its goal of
cutting emissions by 20% from 1990 levels by 2020. In fact, they were already down by 23%
last year. By 2020, emissions are expected to be down by 24-25%. But this has been largely
due to the economic crisis: http://www.eea.europa.eu/media/newsreleases/climate-change-eu-shows-leadership
Outside of Europe, the US and China are the big players. The US is locked into presidential
election mode, with extremes surfacing (from the full far left and the wild populist right), and
China is pushing ahead with renewables but also nuclear, while trying to slow down coal. A
Forbes article claimed that there might be 400 nuclear plants in China by 2050. That is very
doubtful: progress has been quite slow, with problems emerging. With Australia and Canada
now more on side, a key rogue country is Russia, with it seems climate change viewed as
unproven, not caused by man or, if real, then mostly welcome! Is the UK any better?
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/nov/12/uk-breaks-pledge-to-become-only-g7-country-increasefossil-fuel-subsidies?CMP=share_btn_link The IMF says the UK provided £26bn in 2014 subsidies

to the fossil fuel industry and £3.5bn to renewables. And the G20? Just as bad:

http://www.odi.org/publications/10058-production-ubsidies-oil-gas-coal-fossil-fuels-g20-broken-promises

Still a way to go then, but COP21 made a start: www.inforse.org/projects_pro.php3?id=96

www.rebeccawillis.co.uk/is-the-paris-agreement-a-success-emphatically-yes-a-little-bit-no-and-a-dose-of-it-depends/
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What next? Will investment in renewables continue?
Bloomberg New Energy Finance says that investment in clean energy is falling,
mainly it seems as result of EU government support cut backs and policy shifts:

Cash
falls

Bloomberg
NEF’s chart
http://about.bnef.com/presentations/clean-energy-investment-q3-2015-fact-pack/
is worrying,
*http://www.world-nuclearreflecting the
Investment in nuclear
news.org/EE-Germandecommissioning-provisionscuts in FiT
is also falling, and any
in-place-ministry-confirms1210157.html But longer term
way some of its for old
subsidies in
who knows the waste costs?
plant decommissioning
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressthe EU and
release_IP-15-5815_en.htm
- a big drain: e.g. €32the wider
38 bn in Germany*.
economic
www.world-nuclearconstraints.
news.org/EE-GermanBut it’s also
decommissioningprovisions-in-placetrue that the
ministry-confirmstechnologies
1210157.htm
are getting
cheaper, so
less cash is
needed/GW.
And outside
the EU it’s all
different, with
a 25% rise in investment in the US, and much larger jumps for Brazil and Chile in the third
quarter of 2015, leading to an overall global spend of £70bn, only 1% down on 2014, helped
by China’s leap from $180m in Q3 2014 to $1.6bn in 2015. Maybe COP21 will boost it more!
REN21 puts the trends up to 2014 in perspective in the chart left; in the developing world
investment is
expanding and
catching up with
developed
countries. This
may continue, as
the EU backs off,
but the USA’s
upward trend may
counter it.
IRENA’s new
report, ‘The Age
of Renewables’,
aims to help
speed it all up: www.irena.org/menu/index.aspx?mnu=Subcat&PriMenuID=36&CatID=141&SubcatID=642
The Guardian is also doing its bit, with articles like this and its neat, if simple, solar animation:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/oct/26/morocco-poised-to-become-a-solar-superpower-with-launch-of-desert-mega-project

LCOEs fall Last year BNEF put the global average levelised cost of electricity from onshore
wind in Europe at $83/MWh compared to $105 for coal plants and $118 for CCGT, sparking head
lines saying wind was now the cheapest energy there: coal and gas were still cheaper in the US and
Asia. PV fell to $122: http://about.bnef.com/press-releases/wind-solar-boost-cost-competitiveness-versus-fossil-fuels/

Jacobson’s Stanford team look to 100% renewables by 2050 for 139 countries: www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-

business/industry-news/energy-and-resources/can-the-world-convert-to-total-renewable-energy-by-2050/article27989205/More in next Renew
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Is nuclear decline ahead?

Nuclear news

Bang or wimper? The independent World Nuclear Industry Status report depicts an

industry in crisis: www.worldnuclearreport.org/ What does the industry say? In its biannual Nuclear
Fuel report, the World Nuclear Association provides three scenarios for nuclear from 2015 to
2035. At present it says there is 379 GW of operable capacity globally (though of course nearly
40 GW of that, in Japan, is not running). In the WNA’s ‘reference’ and ‘upper’ scenarios, it
reaches 552 GW and 720 GW respectively - growth of 46-90% over 20 years. In the ‘lower’
scenario, nuclear capacity stagnates until 2030 and then declines with ‘many’ plant closures
up to 2035. Given the long history of overestimates, that last scenario seems most likely. The
International Atomic Energy Agency is more optimistic. It talks of capacity growth of 2.4%68% in 2014 to 2030, though since electricity generation capacity overall is growing, that only
translates to a nuclear share of 8.6-11.3% of the global total by 2030, falling to 4.2-10.8% by
2050. A big reduction from the 17.6% in 1996. The IAEA’s current ‘low’ 2030 estimate (385
GW) is down 29.5% from the pre-Fukushima, 2010 ‘low’ estimate of 546 GW. The high
2030 estimate (632 GW) is down 21% from the, pre-Fukushima, 2010 high estimate of 803
GW. IAEA estimates in the past have been optimistic. e.g. its 1985 ‘low’ & ‘high’ estimates
for 2000 were respectively 502 GW & 702 GW, but actual capacity in 2000 was 350 GW
(70% & 50% of the estimates) and its ‘low’ and ‘high’ 1990 estimate for 2005 were 450 GW
& 528GW, but actual capacity was 368 GW (82% & 70% of the estimates). WISE 811
Fukushima Last year saw a spate of scare stories about radiation effects and mutant fish:
www.independent.ie/world-news/asia-pacific/monstrous-wolffish-raises-fears-about-fukushima-nuclear-disaster-31534945.html

At the Fukushima plant itself, the clean up saga continues, with yet more worrying revelations:
www.rt.com/news/316593-fukushima-reactor-meltdown-study/ and www.globalresearch.ca/a-seriousmeltdown-is-underway-the-fukushima-daiichi-plant-no-2-nuclear-reactor-fuel-is-missing/5479049

And there are concerns over wider longer-term coastal impacts from continuing leaks:

www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2985454/fukushima_japanese_government_and_iaea_ignore_radiati
on_risks_to_coastal_population.html And it’s not just accidents like that at Fukushima: radiation

releases from normal plant operation are also a worry. Though evidently not for the US NRC:

www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2985492/nuclear_power_kills_the_real_reason_the_nrc_cancelled_i
ts_nuclear_site_cancer_study.html It seems vital to test claims about health risks, not ignore them…

USA Early closures of commercially unviable plants continue-Pilgrim in Massachusetts and
Entergy’s FitzPatrick in New York state. As for new build, the EPA’s Clean Power Plan
doesn’t give old nuclear special treatment, but new ones can claim emission savings:
http://ow.ly/SGeS1 Loans too: www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/11/06/fact-sheet-obamaadministration-announces-actions-ensure-nuclear-energy

France

Given the continuing and extended delay in completion of the Flammanville EPR
(now 2020?), the French government has decided that the old Fessenheim plant, which was
due to close to make way for it, can stay running for a while - on the basis of its new policy
that nuclear capacity must stay below 50% of the total and 63.2GW max. A stay of execution.
http://www.powerengineeringint.com/articles/2015/09/hollande-in-u-turn-on-fessenheim-nuclear-plant.html

Belgium Two old Belgian PWRs, Doel 1& 2, can operate until 2025 after the Federal

Agency for Nuclear Control ruled that they could run safely beyond their original 40-year
design life. Tihange 1 already had a 10-year extension. Tihange 2 will reach the end of its 40year life in 2022, with Doel 3 following in 2023 and Doel 4 and Tihange 4 in 2025. So a slow
phase out. Doel 3 and Tihange 2 have been off line since 2014 while
Another view
issues related to flaws in their pressure vessels are addressed.
Nuclear + renewables
Finland Last year Finland cancelled its option for a second EPR www.opendemocracy.net/ca
n-europe-make-it/stephenas the existing EPR project faces cost over-runs, delays & litigation.
tindale/time-to-moveIran All change? Amory Lovins looks to a post-nuke green switch: beyond-nuclear-tribalism
But not in South Africa:
www.rmi.org/Knowledge-Center/Library/IransInvisibleOpportunity

http://ow.ly/T40ww

Sweden Two more plants (Oskarshamn1 & 2) are to close: they are not financially viable.

*Cybersecurity fears: www.chathamhouse.org/publication/cyber-security-civil-nuclear-facilities-understanding-risks
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Forum Odds and ends for you to chew on

Comments welcome!

Urban and rural renewables

Dirty Hydro?
Most existing power stations are not in cities - they’re large and polluting. http://ecowatch.com/2
014/08/14/dams-notSome of the new renewables can be used in urban areas - e.g. solar. But
clean-energy-climatemany will have to be in rural areas since they take up at lot of space - e.g. change/
wind farms. Cities can and should seek to meet some of their energy needs from local urban
sources, including wastes. But as with water and food production, it seems likely that urban
areas will still be dependent on rural areas, for a
lot of their energy. However in some cases high
City renewable energy targets
targets have been set: see Box. Is this realistic?
Aspen
100%
Or sensible? Surely, even with local storage,
These are
Santa Monica 100%
energy use
some green power will have to be imported to
San Francisco 100%
targets- how
Stockholm
100%
get to 100% 24/7/365? The point is that, though
much of the
Vancouver
93%
some renewables can be used in all locations, and
generation
55%
cities can generate some of their power from within Austin
(and grid
Adelaide
50%
their boundaries, there is nothing wrong with
balancing) will
Los Angeles
33%
importing some power from rural areas - it may be Sydney
be in city? e.g.
30%
the most efficient way to do it. Self-sufficiency is a
pumped hydro?
www.cdp.net/engood goal but it can become a dogma. There are
US/Pages/events/2015/cities/infographic.aspx
economies of scale for larger systems e.g. wind
turbines and storage, outside cities. Renewables
Air pollution
that are variable also need grid balancing, including supergrid links, so
kills 3 million p.a.
that local supply and demand variations can be balanced over wide areas.

A UK Renewable energy policy overview

- more than HIV &
malaria combined

What should be done? Here’s our effort - a wish list. Write your own! http://ow.ly/Sk4dY
Short term: reinstate the FiT for small PV and onshore wind and large PV solar access to the
CfD and raise the renewables LCF cap, to allow all of them, and (floating) offshore wind, to
expand post 2020, while abandoning the Hinkley and Sizewell EPRs to keep the overall LCF
similar. Re-exempt renewables from the CCL and impose a windfall tax on new fossil gas
projects to fund biogas AD projects. No new nuclear. Phase out AGRs faster. No coal plants.
Longer term: Accelerate tidal stream and tidal lagoon development with demonstration
project grants, explore BECCS options and create a CfD-backed programme for demand
management, replacing any further support for fossil and nuclear projects under the capacity
market scheme. CCS support to be limited to BECCS applications. Power to Gas projects to
be prioritised in the energy storage area, biogas CHP/DH in the heat/grid balancing market,
with community solar heat stores rather than domestic electric heat pumps in urban areas.
Cycles, trains, trams and urban EVs, biogas trucks. Supergrid links/smart grids for balancing.
Targets: 30% renewable energy by 2030 (50% electricity), 50% by 2040 (70% electricity),
70% by 2050 (near 100% electricity), with 50% energy saving by 2050 (90% in housing).
Also see: http://greenallianceblog.org.uk/2015/09/24/how-to-get-uk-energy-and-climate-policy-back-on-track/

Energy and employment options How about this bit of contrarian thinking?

All other things being equal, the number of direct and indirect jobs created in the economy
related to energy depends only on the amount of money injected into energy technology build
and operation - where else would it go but in wages at some point? On this basis, if nuclear is
less expensive than renewables (as some claim) it will create less jobs/kWh. If, as IRENA and
IEA now say, some renewables are now cheaper (even including backup/balancing) Dust to
then they too create less jobs. And in either case, a system that avoids ever more
dust:
http://w
costly fossil use will save money, so that you need less spending/kWh, so less jobs.
ww.geog
But that money will be spent in the wider economy on other things which may create raph.org.
jobs. Or is this just a variant of Bastiat’s ‘broken windows’ opportunity cost fallacy? uk/photo
/467430
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable_of_the_broken_window
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The right mix: in praise of grid links

The new Greenpeace report on
getting to 100% renewables by 2050 (see News), revisits the familiar issue of scale: what’s
the right mix of large-scale centralised and small-scale local projects? It suggests a 70:30
ratio, arguing for mostly decentralised power (i.e. prosumer domestic projects and community
scale distributed generation), although it admits this will require more local capacity than if
more imports from more efficient larger projects elsewhere were allowed. It does assume
some are (e.g. from offshore wind and CSP), but it worries about long distance transmission
energy losses and grid cable visual impacts. Well, losses can be low (2%/1000km) and grid
impacts can be avoided (it’s easier to bury HVDV than AC grids), or reduced (see below).
But the other issue is that they want to avoid most biomass use (not biogas, but all biomass
imports). That means more electricity has to be produced for heating and transport. A report
from the German Federal Environment Agency, UBA, says that, in this situation, even with a
lot of Power to Gas/Liquid conversion of excess renewable electricity (as Greenpeace also
suggests), Germany will have to import a lot of green electricity from abroad, similar in scale
(but not type) to their fuel import level now: with biomass limited, there wouldn’t be enough
from local sources. www.umweltbundesamt.de/publikationen/germany-2050-a-greenhouse-gas-neutralcountry It does sound like you can’t avoid some long distance transmission, and of course if
you have it, although it opens the door to centralised corporate power, it helps with balancing
local variations in supply and demand across wide areas, plus links to hydro reservoirs for
pumped storage. So a 50:50 ratio might make more sense. Or more biomass use - e.g. see the
study on Ireland in News: it evidently has enough to avoid imports though stills needs P2G.

Icelandic grid pylon concept
Sadly this idea (right) wasn’t taken up. More:

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3248509/Not-blotlandscape-Icelandic-architects-create-series-designsstatue-like-electricity-pylons-shaped-like-humans.html

But the new T-shaped pylon is being rolled
out in the UK. Not so much fun, but still neat.
Prof. David McKay We are sad to hear he has
a serious illness. But his Blog site goes on for now:

If we are to have supergrids, they ought to look nice!

http://withouthotair.blogspot.co.uk/

Wind is no good since it doesn’t always blow, says the Scientific Alliance

.

A classic put down. But whoever said each individual wind turbines would run 24/7/365?
Taken together, as part of the overall power system, you still get a lot of carbon saving, and
with grid balancing, some say wind capacity can replace some fossil capacity, with other
‘firmer’ renewables, plus stored excess green energy/DSM, helping with backup, along with
supergrid imports, for occasional lulls and for exporting surplus at other times. On costs: as
grid systems developed the proportion of the net backup cost would fall: e.g. supergrids would
allow for lucrative export of surplus. Some surpluses could be converted to valuable synfuels.
Smart grid DSM would also reduce the need for meeting expensive peaks. And we would no
longer be have to pay for fossil fuel or for the costs of its impacts. But see what they say:
www.scientific-alliance.org/sites/default/files/Intermittency%20of%20UK%20Wind%20Power%20Generation%202013_2014.pdf

Environmental Impact of Renewables Dr Alexander Clarke, at Bath

University, has been working on a novel approach to environmental analysis of renewable
impacts for some while. It seeks to provide a framework for their comparison based on basic
physical principles, so as to aid policy choices and efforts to reduce/avoid impacts. See his
interim paper: www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01430750.1994.9675632#abstract Soon this work
will come to fruition, with the publication by Routledge of his major book ‘Rethinking the
Environmental Impacts of Renewables: mitigation and management’. Alexi once worked at the
OU as NATTA/Renew co-ordinator: good to see he’s still at it, producing valuable material!
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We made it through the winter… no supply gap yet

As in most years there was a media panic about possible UK winter blackouts due to the
closure of old power plants and the alleged unreliability of renewables: http://ow.ly/ThPMr. But
as Energy Matters noted, the ‘nameplate capacity margin is approximately 13 GW which
seems ample contingency for plant outages’, and though it did add that ‘13.5 GW of wind and
7 GW of solar cannot be relied upon to provide any supply at 6 pm on a winter week day
when the blackout risk is greatest’, it also said ‘renewables, however, do displace gas and
coal generation, and in so doing, fuel stores can be preserved during winter reducing the risk
of system fuel failure’: http://euanmearns.com/the-changing-face-of-uk-power-supply/ So we made it…
even with EDF’s Heysham and Hartlepool nuclear plans offline for refueling.
Low PV
But given the renewable cuts, as more coal plants go offline, there may be problems EROEI?
soon with meeting peaks, unless the capacity mechanism is expanded, as Dave Toke Net energy
balance
noted: http://realfeed-intariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2015/10/government-heading-for-electricity.html

.. the US debate on the value of energy saving continues

A controversial E2E project study claimed the cost of a trial domestic energy saving
programme was about twice what the households would save on their energy bills.
The US Dept. of Energy retaliated with a pile of papers saying that the benefits of
WAP energy saving investments are 4 times the costs. E2E reacted unfavourably:

numbers
battle…

http://energys
keptic.com/20
15/tilting-atwindmillsspains-solarpv/

https://energyathaas.wordpress.com/2015/10/06/weatherization-assistance-program/

Academic nuclear lobbying http://cabot-institute.blogspot.co.uk/2015/09/is-nuclear-green.html
Some vested interests seem to
be at work here. We wish them
luck! But quite apart from the
terrible energy economics, they
are up against worrying health
reports like this:

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/9bd0b3e5
88634b908193939638126250/research
er-childrens-cancer-linked-fukushimaradiation and
www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_com
ments/Blogs/2960165/risks_of_leuke
mia_in_nuclear_workers_more_than_
double_previous_estimate.html

Climate looks like hot times ahead

COP21 set aspirations, but left it up to individual
countries to do their bit. Some say the UK isn’t now
committed to much beyond the 2020 EU renewable
target: www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-34555821
Will others do better? If not, 2 degrees or more seems
inevitable, with, as ever, some saying that will be fine
e.g. for China, increasing rainfall in its dry northern
regions while reducing flooding in the hotter south.
Green heat The heat debate is also warming up:

Lords on UK energy options

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth (Con):
‘Sadly it is a feature of life that we do not get
as much sun as some countries. The good
news on solar panels is that of course they
can deliver significant advantages in Africa’.
Lord Wallace of Saltaire (LD):
‘It rains a lot in Britain, and we have a great
deal of potential water power’. Oct 14th
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201516/ldha
nsrd/text/151014-0001.htm - 15101443000831

PV heats us! www.washingtonpost.com/news/energyenvironment/wp/2015/11/02/surprising-study-finds-thatsolar-energy-can-also-cause-climate-change-a-little/

www.cospp.com/articles/2015/10/utilities-concerned-as-eu-to-grant-energy-efficiency-greater- .. worth a look:
sway.html?eid=295188214&bid=1202989 Renewable heat and CHP, versus electrification
http://peterharp
www.cospp.com/articles/2015/10/ade-responds-to-criticism-of-unnecessary-decentraliseder.org/
energy.html?eid=295188214&bid=1202989 Which side are you on? And also on the wider
renewables v nuclear debate? www.jonathonporritt.com/blog/meltdown-pro-nuclear-environmentalists
It does go on!
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